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• Entanglement: experimentally well established phenomenon.
• The suspicion that “spooky action at a distance” associated with
entanglement might violate special relativity (Einstein, Podolsky, Rosen
experiment (1935)) is ungrounded.
• David Bohm: hidden variables theory (1952).
• Bell’s theorem (1964): QM results cannot be explained by any local
hidden variables theory.
• An enormous list of references discussing many theoretical and
experimental points. Practically all of them within the frame of QM.

• A quantum field theory approach:
an attempt to get a somewhat more concrete and intuitively graspable
view of entanglement.
In QFT, for two entangled photons with opposite polarization,
the correlation described as entanglement is actually imprinted in the
structure of the vacuum.
it is ’read’ from this structure in the vacuum expectation values of
operators of the two photons.

• A characterizing property of QFT (non-existing in QM, the von
Neumann theorem):
the existence of
infinitely many unitarily non-equivalent representations
of the canonical (anti-)commutation relations (CCR).
The standard QFT formalism, called the LSZ (Lehmann, Symanzik,
Zimmerman) formalism develops on two levels,
- the one of the dynamics for the interacting or Heisenberg fields and
- the one of the asymptotic or physical fields.

Quantum Field Theory
two levels

Dynamical fields
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• The interaction region is not accessible to observations
• Observations are possible only in the asymptotic regions

Observables are described in terms of asymptotic fields φ(x, t).
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• The space HF of the physical states is the only accessible state
space.

The physical states are by definition the ones where the total energy
and the total momentum are given by the sum of the energy and of
the momentum, respectively, of each constituent particle.
• The Heisenberg fields are expressed in terms of asymptotic fields
through the dynamical map
hb|ψ(x, t)|ai = hb|F [φ(x, t)]|ai

(1)

for any |ai and |bi belonging to the space HF of the physical states.

Any relevant dynamical quantity, for example the Hamiltonian H(ψ)
is thus expressed in terms of the asymptotic fields φ(x, t) by weak
equalities (denoted by the symbol “w =”):
H(ψ) w = H(F [φ]) ≡ H0(φ) + W0,

(2)

W0 is a constant commuting with any operator.
The Hamiltonian associated to the physical states provides of course
the total energy of the asymptotic particles detected by the observers.

Thus the specific form of H0 is the one of a free Hamiltonian for the
asymptotic particles.
However, this does not mean that the interaction described by H has
been neglected.
It is instead fully taken care by the dynamical nature of the map
ψ w = F [φ].
Thus, the “non-interacting” asymptotic outgoing fields actually carry
in their quantum numbers, energy, spin, charge, etc. the memory of
the interaction out of which they are produced.
Such a memory is imprinted in the physical vacuum and other physical
states.

• We consider the simultaneous creation of two photons by a neutral
spin-zero source, as in the usual parametric down-conversion process.

In the source rest frame (centre-of-momentum frame): the photons
have opposite momenta k and −k and energy ωk ≈ (1/2)ωp , ωp is the
source energy.
The usual parametric down-conversion term Hamiltonian in nonlinear
media optics is
H=

XZ
µ

i
†
†
†
†
d k ωk (aµ,kaµ,k + bµ,kbµ,k) + νk (b−µ,−kaµ,k + aµ,kb−µ,−k) ,
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a and b denote the operators for the two photons in the pair;
µ = ±1 is the spin index.
They are the interacting or Heisenberg field operators.
ωk and νk are real positive (hermiticity of H). Also, it is νk2 < ωk2.
Usual commutation relations for the a and b operators.

(3)

The vacuum state for the two photons is |0i ≡ |0ia ⊗ |0ib
aµ,k|0i = 0,

bµ,k|0i = 0,

(4)

and h0|H|0i = 0.
|0i belongs to the Hilbert space H which is NOT the physical state
space for the observers.
Alice and Bob have no access to the interaction region.
Their observation can only occur in the asymptotic region, where the
Hamiltonian, written in terms of asymptotic fields α and β has the
form
H = H0 + W0 =

XZ
µ

†

†

d3kEk (αµ,kαµ,k + βµ,kβµ,k) + W0 ,

(5)

Equalities are weak equalities. Ek is the total energy of the α-modes
and β-modes.

The Hamiltonian is transformed in this form by using the dynamical
maps relating asymptotic operator fields with interacting photon fields
†

(6)

†

(7)

αµ,k(θ) = aµ,k cosh θk − b−µ,−k sinh θk
βµ,k(θ) = bµ,k cosh θk − a−µ,−k sinh θk

We recognize that they are the Bogoliubov transformations with the
phase θk .
The vacuum state for these asymptotic photon modes is NOT |0i,
but the physical vacuum |0(θ)i, θ ≡ {θk , ∀ k}:
V
|0(θ)i = exp −
(2π)3

Z

!

d3k ln cosh θk exp

αµ,k|0(θ)i = 0,

Z

†
†
d3k tanh θk aµ,kb−µ,−k

βµ,k|0(θ)i = 0.



|0i.
(8)
(9)

We have
Ek =
and

q

ωk2 − νk2 ,

cosh 2θk = q

ωk
ωk2 − νk2

W0 =

,

Z

d3k

q

ωk2 − νk2 − ωk



,

ν
sinh 2θk = − q k
.
2
2
ωk − νk

(10)

(11)

|0(θ)i is a generalized SU (1, 1) two-mode squeezed coherent state; the
phase θk is related to the squeezing parameter.

In the infinite volume limit, H is unitarily inequivalent to HF (θ), for
any θ ≡ {θk , ∀ k}, i.e.
h0|0(θ)i → 0

for

V →∞ ,

and similarly for any couple of states of H and HF (θ);

(12)

Note that, while
lim lim |0(θ)⟩ = |0⟩,

(1)

lim lim |0(θ)⟩ ̸= |0⟩,

(2)

V →∞ θ→0

it is
θ→0 V →∞

the Haag theorem∗.
|0(θ)⟩ ⊥ |0⟩ because we miss contributions of order of 1/V in the infinite
volume limit (“locality”).
⇒ non-perturbative physics!!
note that |0(θ)⟩ ⊥ |0(θ′)⟩, for any θ ̸= θ′.
there are (infinitely) many unitarily inequivalent (physically diﬀerent)
HF (θ) for all θ.
∗ N.

N. Bogoliubov, A. A. Logunov, I.T. Todorov, Axiomatic Quantum Field Theory,
Benjamin, New York, 1975.
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We have:
• |0(θ)i is an entangled state for the photon pair aµ,k and b−µ,−k:






X
1


|0(θ)i =
tanh θk |aµ,ki ⊗ |b−µ,−ki + . . . ,
|0i ⊗ |0i +
cosh θk
k
k,µ
Y

(15)

it cannot be factorized into the product of two single-mode states.
• A measure of the degree of entanglement is provided by the entropy
Sa ≡ −

X

†

(16)

Wn(θ) ln Wn(θ) .

(17)

k,µ

h0(θ)|S|0(θ)i = −
Wn(θ) =

†

{aµ,kaµ,k ln sinh2 θk − aµ,kaµ,k ln cosh2 θk }

Y

sinh2nµ,k θk

k,µ cosh

2(nµ,k +1)

θk

+∞
X

n=0

,

0 < Wn < 1;

+∞
X

n=0

Wn = 1

(18)

The state |0(θ)i is
|0(θ)i =

+∞
X √

n=0

Wn|n, ni,

(19)

n denotes the set {nµ,k }.
Wn gives the probability of having entanglement of the two sets of
{n} modes a and b,
• In the summation term in |0(θ)i there are states of the Bell type,
e.g.

1 
|ψ±i = √ |+, 1ki |−, 1−ki ± |−, 1ki|+, 1−ki ,
(20)
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• Wn is a decreasing monotonic function of n. The entanglement
seems to be suppressed for large n
However, it is effectively realized only when the summation extends to
an infinite number of components, in the QFT infinite volume limit,
so that phase transition to HF (θ), the “entanglement phase”, has effectively occurred
the robustness of the entanglement arises from the fact that in the
QFT infinite volume limit there is no unitary generator able to disentangle the a and b modes.

• the non-zero contribution to the Alice’s measurement of the amode number, is actually determined by the non-zero commutator of
Bob’s β-modes (not of the Alice’s α modes!):
†

†

naµ,k (θ) = h0(θ)|aµ,kaµ,k|0(θ)i = h0(θ)|β−µ,−kβ−µ,−k|0(θ)i sinh2 θk = sinh2 θk .
the phase correlation between the two photon modes is dynamically
built in in the |0(θ)i vacuum
in usual experiment with calcite crystals, if Bob observes the photon
in one of the two polarization states, this will determine Alice’s observation of the (other) orthogonal polarization photon state, even if
their observations occur at a space-like distance.
Such effect is not induced by (spooky) forces, but due to the coherence of the |0(θ)i condensate.

• The linear correlation coefficient is found to be
J(n̂a, n̂b) =

cov(n̂a, n̂b)

(h(∆n̂a )2i)1/2 (h(∆n̂b)2i)1/2

=1 ,

(21)

such a strong (a, b)-pair correlation is due to the coherent structure
of the of QFT θ-vacuum,
it is a phase mediated correlation
• A single measurement made by Bob can determine only a probability
distribution for the result observed by Alice.
We find the Bose-Einstein distribution for the measured number of
aµ,k (or bµ,k) photon modes
1
naµ,k (θ) = sinh θk = βω
,
e k−1
2

(22)

• θk is actually temperature dependent, θk = θk (β),
• variations of the degree of entanglement, turn into variations of
the number of condensate modes.
• conserved quantity (SU (1, 1) Casimir operator):
†

†

(aµ,kaµ,k − b−µ,−kb−µ,−k)|0(θ)⟩ = 0

(3)

b are the “holes” of the a modes, or vice-versa (one the “timereversed image” of the other one (forward in time and backward
in time modes).

Conclusions
What appears at first sight as a “spooky action at a distance” turns
out to be the fact that Alice’s and Bob’s measurements are embedded in the coherent dynamics of the physical vacuum acting as a
“collective” mode background.
The correlations between space-like separated modes in the QFT
physical vacuum |0(θ)i are the manifestations of quantum coherence,
by themselves constitute a realistic feature (an “element of reality”)
of the physical dynamics in a similar fashion as a realistic feature is
attributed to the coherent vacuum condensates in crystals, ferromagnets, superconductors, etc..
They are phase correlations, not-mediated by messenger particles, and
therefore there is no violation of relativity postulates

Applications....
Scalar fields in curved background, near event horizon, Rindler spacetime...∗
Other applications, neutrino mixing and oscillations†, biological systems, neuroscience‡,
......
Work in progress.
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Boson Condensation, Ordered Patterns and Topological Defects
”Physicists believe quantum fields to be the true protagonists of nature in the full variety of its
wonderful, manifold manifestations. Quantum field theory is the tool they created to fulfill their
visionary dream of describing with a universal, unique language all of nature, be it single particles
or condensed matter, fields or many-body objects.
This is perhaps the first book on quantum field theory whose aim is to grasp and describe with
rigor and completeness, but at the same time in a compelling, fascinating way, all the facets of
the complex challenge it faces scientists with. It is a book that presents solutions but poses
questions as well; hard, demanding yet fascinating; a book that can at the same time be used as
a textbook and as a book of dreams that any scientist would like to make come true.”
Mario Rasetti
Dipartimento di Fisica, Politecnico di Torino, Torino, Italy
“This remarkable book dispels the common misconception that quantum field theory is ‘just
quantum mechanics with an infinite number of degrees of freedom’, revealing vast new
mathematical terrains, and new ways of understanding physical phenomena in both commonplace
and exotic systems.
Uniquely valuable, and covering material difficult or impossible to find coherently assembled
elsewhere, it will be welcomed by students and researchers in all fields of physics and mathematics.”
John Swain
Physics Department, Northeastern University, Boston, MA, USA
and CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
“This book gives an overall presentation of the most important aspects of quantum field theory,
leading to its macroscopic manifestations, as in the formation of ordered structures. The list of
topics, all covered in full detail and easy-to-follow steps, is really impressive.
The main features of the presentation rely on very simple and powerful unifying principles, given
by the intermixing of symmetry and dynamics, under the general texture of quantum coherence.
Most of the chapters share the typical flavor of the very intense personal research carried out by
the authors over many years, but the style of presentation is always perfectly coherent, and all
topics are presented in a mature and well-organized way.
I think that the book will be most useful for graduate students who are willing to be engaged in
the fascinating task of exploring the full potentiality of quantum field theory in explaining the
emergence of ordering at the macroscopic level, from the large-scale structure of the universe,
to the ordering of biological systems. Of course, active researchers in all formation stages, and
even mature scientists, will appreciate the intellectual depth and the scientific efficacy that the
authors have transfused in their work.”
Francesco Guerra
Dipartimento di Fisica, Università di Roma, “La Sapienza”, Italy
“This book gives a very thorough treatment of a range of topics that are of increasing importance,
from a rather unusual, and very instructive, point of view.”
Tom W. Kibble
Theoretical Physics, Imperial College London, London, UK
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